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December 20. 1977

PATENT BRANCH, OGC
DHEW

DeaY:a&y:

Enclosed is a ¢opy of the draft letter we discussed. Aisoenclosed is
a copy of Senat;or Nelson's remarks opening the recent hearings.

Mr.a&:vmortd Woodrow
P. O. !lox 36
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08540 JAN 3 1978

j~dt:.!,.

I would appreciate receiving's copy of any letter that you or SUPA sertd
out on this subject.

Sincerely yours.

1>/
Jesse E. Lasken
Assistant to the General Courts~i

End:\.ollures

bcc:~rm Latker
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the subject o{'Go'l'ernment
" .

____~ .'to express my dismay atbehal f 0 f the

recent press release announcing hearings by Senate Select
:~ . " .

,on'Small
'."fj<'-,?!',;,','

'-,',...•. "

• Chairman'

,'i,J.<1'tA&>t~~~"~'di??B'. I am also concerned
(:::>'-;r~:\·:~}/,:;~,,(;.. ":;::, :;:'~;;ii<!{j.'::'r>:·>'" cC ':,-«!':';"~"" ~'.',;';': ,"c:. - ',".::i': ,>~"~,,._ "', ':~;i~,; "y:L':"i:~:;·':' ,,;,.:::_.~-.:",_:: -,-' :" ';:<\':?:~_':://:t;' '::,: ,~:~,'.:~:,:.<.,

attention that,Mr. Gordon' of your

representatives of the un1versity community to testify, and, indeed, misrepre-
<',' ","-',-,':"- .,-,'

__~__~~__Woodrow, President, Society of University Patent

Administrators, that only witnesses from within the Government would be
~ ..

called, a fact belied by the actual witnesse~. It is my understanding that

he did the same to representatives of the small business community.

I can only attribute· the distortions and misunderstanding'displayed in your

. 'who. . '
release to the zeal of certa1n persons on your staffAseem1ngly 1n the name of

competition, would 'have the Government establish a set of policies which on

careful reflection would be found to have the opposite effect, would be

detrimental to economic growt;h, would be detrimental to the' interests of

small business community, would probably work to the benefit of state sub-

sidized foreign corporations to the disadvantage of American labor and

business, would lead to increased administrative costs, and which might prove

detrimental to the conduct of the national defense effort. Members of your

staff are apparently content to substitute slogans for analysis, dogma for

reason, and distortion for fact.
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I know of no other way to explain the fact that your staff would h~ve you

claim that a 1924 Attorney General opinion, which did not even adddress

the legality of exclusive licenses, held against them. I also do not know

why they neglected to. inform you that· just a few years ago the Justice

Department concurred in the/current Federal Property Management Regulations

governing licensing of Government-owned inventions which recognize

;i~priety of exclusive licenses.

For reasons best known to himself, Mr. Gordon chose to specifically ident

among these agencies considered "culpable" the Defense Department, the

Department of Commerce, and the National Science Foundation. Since NSF
,"'

primarily funds university research and since most of the members of SUPA have

generally found NSF's policies to be reasonable and deserving of emulation by

other agencies that support university research, we consider an attack on

that ag~ncy's policies as an attack on the integrity of those institutions

that NSF has allowed to retain rights to inventions.

Your press release states that NSF "automatically give(s) away almost all

Government rights to the firms that engage in government-supported research"

If Mr. Gordon had been at all interested in the truth, he might have taken the

time to determine the veracity of this as well as other portions of the

release. NSF regulations and practice is to normally include in its grants

a clause giving the Foundation the right to determine the disposition of any

inventions after the invention is identified. A few universities with active

technology transfer programs have entered into Institutional Patent Agree-

ments with NSF which normally allow the university to retain principal

~



grants such requests.
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retain principal rights to any inventions. However, on occasion, for reasons

not always too clear to those of us at the universities, NSF sometimes exempts

specific grants from the operat'ion of these IPAs. Universities that request

rights from NSF under a deferred determination clause are required to supply

supporting information. It has been our experience that in most cases NSF

The terms of the NSF IPA's and their deferred determinations

the same and belie the statement that "almost all government rights" are given

away.
:'·:.;',.':'::t';:

If anything, we feel that NSF terms are overly cautious and restrictive. ":,,,.:'

Assignment of inventions except to approved patent management organizations

"barred. Except with NSF approval"we cannot,grant exclusive licenses which

exceed the earlier of eight years from the date of the license or three years

. from first commercial sale. NSF retains a license for Federal, State and local

government use and takes the usual Government march-in rights.

We presume that the reason that NSF enters into IPAs or normally allows

requesting universities to retain rights in identified inventions is that

they understand, ....@.$ Mr. Gordon apparently does not, that without

tives provided by the granting of such rights the universit:les would have

little incentive to seek license~and potential licensees would be

to invest in the development of these inventions. Indeed, neither

other agencies would normally fund the type of development and marketing

work that is required to coomercialize an invention.
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We would challenge Mr. Gordon or anyone else to produce a single example

of a case when someone has made so-called "monopoly profits" on any

'..

them into the market place at all.

single example of a case in ,which

pf~fits," but finding "way to induce private investment in the further

invention in which NSF (or other agencies for that matter) ha~left rights

in a university (or other contri!ctor).' The real problem is not "monopoly

further development of any invention.

I doubt that this letter is the best vehicle for discussing, the overall issue

of Government patent policy. And I am obviou&1y in no position to speak for

NSF or other Government agencies. 'But I think for the most part that~~bnsideration

an'd concerns that I will outline below are shared by many other people who have

policy that required the Government to retain title-to-inventions would have

On a broader scale, I also believe that a closer examination" t;f.,,,,n is

the likely effect of retarding or eliminating altogether the development and

marketing of some potentially life-saving drugs.

'attempted to approach the issue with a view towards the overall ramifications

of its resolution. For example, for reasons developed later, I would submit to

you, as, a perhaps' somewhat ,over-dramatic e~ample, my conviction that a patent

j

I
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manifest in the press release of the concept of "competition" is needed if

this issue is ever to be properly resolved. A better understanding of the

dynamics of competition and economic growth is sorely needed. Typically

discussions of "competition" are centered around a given product and concern
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the factors that will result in or deter competition in a given industry.

Unfortunately, these classical modes of analysis, while useful in some con-

texts, have some important limitations. In particular, they do not really

explain the form of competition: that truly allows our economy to grow and

of' creative destruction."

words innovation. _
i,'

would ask whether anyone would seriously contend that Our economy, indeed

our political freedoms , would not be in serious. trouble if, for example, in

of.new products and newtechnj}ogies--in other

was' Joseph Schumpeter who term'ad this lithe g~le

which prevents it from becoming eveti:~ore oligarchial than it already

I ~~~mit to you the proposition) which is by no means original
'<':::::(\':_':'j~_':;::;,:::: " -"C_,'·,'.;;.:,'::.';:'" _ ,'''''

the key to economic .growth and competition n this country is

1977 we were still producing the same product~ as we were in 1930 or 1950 or

even 1960. If that were the case our'~con~~y would have truly stagnated, all

the Government policies in the world would not have prevented the concentration

of numerous industries in the hands of a few large companies, and this Nation

would be in serious trouble.

I am not so naive as to believe that Government patent pOlicy is the only factor

that will affect innovation. But with over half of the research done in this

country being supported by the Government, we had best understand the

of Goverrrment patent policy on the transformation of the results of that

research into new commercial products and processes. . I cann:ottell you that

'a Government patent policy that provides for or favors title-in-the-Government

would bring about the stagnation that I have described, since many other

factors are at work. But I am convinced that such a policy will tend in that
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direction. And r am especially certain that it would have negative effect

on, the development of inventions made at the universities.

r~~fi.~p'act Government 'patent policy'·can have. It could be

f the

it

give a concrete example

much closer to real life and more

. - -,' ,

.'. ' .......,. .' ....

As 'stated earlier, r 'bel'ieve it· useful to

.,,"

would agree, that anyo~ecan make up hypotheticals

is ~~peri~~"btl;;another'. ,.' Of co~;se, r believe that
;:':;';.';" ... \ .·~,:,;i::i ';i"d:;:~\;- .... "

r would cite"are

"'--','

aside. this example is not intended to be taken as a model of all Government

R&D'or all industry. It is meant, though, to illuminate in a'very real way

how adoption of a "title-in-the.-Government" approach would inevitably result

in a most unfortunate result. r think you ':'ill also find that a fairly

significant number of university inventions are of the type r will discuss.

A significant 'part of the research budget of the United States goes towards

medical research and related fields such as biology or chemistry. Out of

that research, new compounds are often synthesized in university Or other

laboratories. However, it is one thing to develop a new compound in a

laboratory and another to determine whether it has pharmaceutical potential

and, if so, how much potential, in what formulation and dosage, ,and with

what side effects. The compound must be screened, "tested further, and tested

clinically. An economical means of mass production may need to be developed .

Its utility has to be brought to the attention of physicians, and a means

of distribution is needed. These necessary and costly tasks, all of which

takes place after the laboratory synthesis of the compound ,are now almost

~.
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exclusively performed not by the Government but by t~e drug industry. Leaving

aside arguments over whether drug companies make too much money or improperly

advertise or push some drugs, it ought to be quite clear, whether or not

some _internal reforms are nee'ded, that· without drug companies we will not

have drugs

given drug company is not going to engage its limited resources in the costly
,;:"., '; . '-'"

process of co.rin;~·rcializing a new'compound invented under someone else' s

Government grant or contract which its competitors can then market and

replicate without going through much of the research performed by the first

company. This is not to say that being first or other factors might not

overCome the disadvantage of extra costs. But in making the initial decision

to invest one cannot know with 'certainty what ,"the ulti;"ate facts will be.

And often one could decide to rely onnonpatent factors only after some

initial investment. We could, for example, hypothesize that a drug company

might screen II nonpatented compound and db' some initial testing, and based

on that decide that the market potential is so high that they will go ~head

regardless of patent rights. On the other hand, the market may be such that

it would be unprofitable to proceed without exclusive rights. If you happen

to'be the unlucky sou~who suffers from a relatively rare disease, it will
~

probably be of little interest to you that the reason a known cure did not

get produced was because it was made unprofitable b~Government patent policy

supposedly designed to foster competition.

But, of course, the example given above hypothesized that the company was

willing to undertake some initial screening and testing before making a

decision. Again, while that makes an ideal hypothesis, in real life

----_._._-_ .....
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it seems apparent that drug companies do not behave that way. The managers

of these companies seem to find it more to their advantage to concentrate

the development efforts of these companies on compounds which they can

What I am saying is that if you

real manner

protect and control.

·'-"C

.',':,;";', ':
is going to have the tendency of condemning

was made too risky or unattractive for private industry

suffering or an early death because the commercialization 0

and attempt to address

the-Government policy will have the redeeming benefits of lowering

think you will also find. if you really analyze the situation

that it confounds reason, expeI;"ience, and reality to believe

';',..:::.

op~rates .you will find ,quite literally

of other drugs or of leading to the development of sOme drugs which would not

have been developed if the inventing contractor held patent rights.

Hopefully having impressed upon you that we are dealing with an issue

whose resolution can have profound impacts, 1 urge you to open your mind

and to be willing to engage in a detailed and realistic analysis of the

This issue must not be resolved through slogans or rhetoric.

be willing to examine rationally and in some depth

situation and the likely.results of alternative policies.

In your remarks opening the hearings in question, you stated that your

committee would examine three problems. Unfortunately, these issues are

\- ---~~------
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~orded in such a way as to make it apparent that the author has prejudged

the resolution.

For example , you first state ~hat "there is a problem of increasing economic

concentration brought about by the granting of patent monopolies to individual

How do yo~ know that Government 'patentc6rtcentration of any industries?
;.

firms for discoveries.which result from Government':'financed research and

;~V~l~pment contrac~s." What evidence do you have t~;t~~~"';~te~t~~nof
""":'"'~'_.: i.":,-",::,:::::.~,.:,,v!'~ ':,:' 0":'";: ,,';

inventions by Government contr'actors ~~~ l~~'\;;in~~~as~d
U ',t'

.;h'i~~;·s: in any
-,',,,.:.:."

p~{icies have in anyway contributed to the concentration of any industry?-

:'l~~'the nuclear energy industry anymore

'66~ernment retains right~ in that area?

s concentrated because the

Next you seem to be saying that Government ..vatent policie~ that leave inven-

tions in contractors may favor larger firms that get the bulk of Government

·contracts. Actually, if the matter were analyzed carefully one would probably

find that the competitive position of small firms vis-a-vis A larger competi
M«: ~...J:)~

tor5~~affectedby / larger firni5being allowed to retain rights to

Pn invention; SK made under..,. Government contracl(. You would probably find

that in the vast majority of cases the dominance of the larger firm is a

function of financial resources, economies of scale, access to resources,

and marketing and distribution systems with which smaller firms cannot

compete regardless of the patent situation. Conversely, you would find

. that smallet firms are much more dependent on patent protection to maintain

their position in the specialized areas that they carve out for themselves.

Thus, if the Government takes title to inventions made by small firms under

"J:I' ! Ed
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Government prime or subcontracts their competitive position can be put in

jeopardy since larger firms would then be able to make use of the invention,

. and the smaller firm·would not ·be able to obtain the protection of patent

rights. And we.must assume that traqe secret protection is ruled out since

. the. results of Government supported R&D would normally be made available to.

the public.

Moreover, you would probably also find that ftmall business would be placed

at a greater disadvantage in competing with larger firms for Government

contracts under a title-in-the-Government as opposed to a title-in-the-

contractor policy. Large firms~that are less dependent on patents to maintain

their position~?-will probably be ~ore willing t9 compete for and accept

Government prime and subcontracts regardless of who gets the rights. Thus,

a title-in-the-Government policy ~ould probably have the effect of adding

to the already heavy concentration· of Gov~~nment R&D funds in a few large

firms.

Next you stated "there is a problem of ass~ng that newly acquired

technological information developed at Government expense and not of a

classified nature is diffused throughout our society. The American people

foot the bill. Do they receive commensurate benefits from this work?"

This is a fair question, and it should be one of the primary focuses of

any inquiry into Government· patent policy. What I think many of us are

trying to say is that the public will not get "commensurate benefits" if

the Government insists on acquiring rights to inventions and thereby

destroys ~he incentive, in a significant number of cases, for private
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companies to invest in the further development of these inventions. Indeed

such a policy may favor state subsidi~ed fore~~~: that cf~ a,ff,ord to
'(J!.tp"-t~ ~~*...... ee..,.... ,J.,~,;;t ~..~&"'-.;<-t. , . "I <;,1 u.l!"'...._.,.. ,~.

developlinventions~because of advantages afforded them by their Governments

that -have nothing to do with' patents.

perhaps'

anSwer to

Is it possible to recover part,

it". you ask "Is the Go~~~~~ent giving away m;;e than it should in the

gra~ting of its R&D cont~a~'~s?'

Finally, as a variation onthe prior question, or

all, of our expenditures on research and development?" This question again

raises the "give away". spector. One could just as well ask whether the
H_'

Government is "taking away" too much in its R&D contracts. We should be

attempting to determine which policy or combination of policies will best

promote economic growth, competition,'the defense needs of our country, or

other objectives that may rat'fonally be shown to be influenced one way or

the other by patent policy. Let us attempt to judge these matters through

reason and analysis and not by value-laden slogans.

I and I am sure many other persons who do not agree with Mr. Gordon's views

would be more than willing to testify before your committee if you dejCde

to hold further hearings. However, I would be less than candid if I did

not tell you that my organization would prefer that your Committee not hold

further hearings since events to date strongly indicate that the Senate

Select Committee on Small Business is being used simply as a sounding board

to air the views of Mr. Gordon, and not as part of any rationale process

to arrive at balanced conclusions and recommendations concerning Government

patent policy.
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I request that this letter be made a part of the heat-ing record.

Respectfully yours,

....

Members, Senate Select Committee on
Small Business

bcc: Mbrs of organization sending ltr
and other university groups.

NSF Oversight Cmte Mbrs

!~.
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